This study discusses the policy implementation by Indonesia regarding the sinking of illegal fishing vessels towards Indonesia's bilateral relations with Malaysia, especially those that occurred in Tarakan and Nunukan. Many losses from illegal fishing by neighboring countries made the President of Indonesia, through the Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, took a firm stance regarding the rules of ship sinking to the accused ships that have been proven doing illegal fishing in the Indonesian sea. The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Fisheries together with relevant agencies helped implement the policy which had an impact on the relationship between Indonesia and Malaysia. In this case, Malaysia is still in third place after Vietnam and the Philippines in the data on the number of vessels destroyed by the Indonesia. Malaysia is also the country with the fifth largest fish commodity production in Southeast Asia whereas fish consumption in Malaysia is ranked first in the region. Thus, the country faces obstacles in fulfilling the need for fish faced with Indonesian policies in addressing illegal fishing arrests by foreign countries. By qualitative methods, this research reveals the background of the existence and implementation of policies for the sinking of illegal fishing vessels and the impact of these policies on the Malaysian state. International system pressure, state power and other theories were used to help carry out this research. As a result, this study provides an overview of the relationship between Indonesia and Malaysia after the enactment of the policy. First, the Malaysian increase their fish trade and sea safeguard with Indonesia, both in the designated sea area and the gray area. Second, the government of Malaysia adopted the sinking ships method due to its mechanism that is considered effective and efficient in creating detterence effect. Third, both countries agreed to release poor or small fishermen who carry out IUU Fishing made between the President of Indonesia and the Prime Minister of Malaysia.
INTRODUCTION
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Indonesia as an arcipelagic country in enhancing Indonesia's maritime security and building international cooperation which is included in one of the main priorities in Indonesia foreign policy. In addition, the commitment in building the maritime economy is also one of the main agendas of The President, Joko Widodo.
Out of the nine points in the maritime economic development program, the third point the reads the eradication of illegal, unregulated and unreported (IUU) Fishing (Widodo & Kalla, 2014) . In a plan to restore Indonesia's sea glory, it was motivated by state losses in the maritime sector caused by IUU Fishing for years (Chapsos & Hamilton, 2018) . (Pratomo, 2016 (Foulon, 2015) . Important elements in domestic factors according to neoclassical realism are political and economic ideology, national character, political partisan and socioeconomic structure (Rose, 1998) .
The Ministry of Maritime Affairs and
Considering at Indonesia's economic (Fahmi, 2017 In addition, the CTF has also been working with the local government, universities or even fishermen groups on the distribution of seized vessels. With regard to grants or the provision of ships to certain groups, this must pass the mechanism in the court and be decided to become state property and can then be given to other parties to be utilized.
However, there is a weakness if the ship is given to a third party or even the party that gets the item through an auction.
First, those who get the ship will feel burdened for the cost of repairs and maintenance of the ship.
Furthermore, the operational costs are also considered high considering that the ships obtained are not commonly used vessels. Second, the bidding process itself can also be a gap for cheating even from the Indonesian businessmen themselves.
Based on information from one of the informants, illegal fishing vessels that have been auctioned may no longer be used for fishing activities, in other words must be converted into other vessels.
However, it is often found that vessels 
